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The Colonial Origins of Ethnic Cleavages
The Case of Linguistic Divisions in Zambia
Daniel N. Posner

Once taken as primordial, ethnic groups are now recognized to be historical creations, products of tangible processes of administrative categorization, political
mobilization, and socialization. Although this now conventional wisdom has many
origins, studies of colonialism provide a particularlyrich source to document it. For
example, HowardWolpe shows that the Igbo of Nigeria were a product of colonial
boundaries.1Terence Ranger shows that the Manyika of Zimbabwe were "created"
by missionaries.2 CrawfordYoung traces the origins of the Ngala of present-day
Congo to Henry Stanley'smisinformed labeling of the people he encounteredon his
river explorations.3Philip Gourevitchshows that the emergence of Hutus and Tutsis
as distinct identity groups in Rwandawas a product of Belgian administrativefiat.4
Such studies provide a crucial warning against treating the existence of ethnic
groups as unproblematic.They also teach important lessons about the continuing
impact of colonialism on postcolonial societies. Missing from them, however, is a
story about how colonialism affected not just the formation of ethnic groups, but
also their numbers, relative sizes, and spatial distributions. They do not tell how
colonial administrativepractices were responsible for creating not just groups, but
also the landscape of ethnic cleavages that structure contemporary political and
social life.
The ethnic landscape is importantbecause the dynamics of ethnic competition
and conflict stem not from the existence of ethnic groups but from the geometry of
their relative sizes and geographic locations. For example, countries containing a
single large ethnic group or two evenly matched groups have been found to be more
violence-prone than those containing a larger number of equally sized groups.5
Countrieswith a large numberof small ethnic groups have been found to have slower rates of economic growth than countries that are more ethnically homogeneous.6
Indeed,the entire body of researchthat employs indices of ethnic fractionalizationto
account for outcomes like economic growth rates, political instability, and the outbreak and duration of civil wars embraces the idea that the numbers and relative
sizes of ethnic groups in the political system are central to the explanation;after all,
the ethnic fractionalizationindex measures these factors.7Apart from their numbers
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and sizes, groups' physical distributionaroundthe country is also important.Studies
that explain ethnic conflict in terms of a "security dilemma" emphasize that the
intensity of the dilemma depends largely on how intermixedthe groups are.8Indeed,
whether stated explicitly or not, the link between the characteristicsof the cleavage
structure and the likelihood of conflict is an underlying assumption in almost all
explanations of ethnic politics and communal strife. All explanationsof ethnic conflict do not have to include accounts of the ethnic landscape'sorigins. However,truly
comprehensiveexplanationsof the causes and dynamics of communalconflicts must
include such accounts, just as they now often include accounts of the origins of the
groups themselves.
In present-dayZambiaparty formation,coalition building, and voting behaviorall
tend to follow languagegrouplines.9Althoughlinguisticloyaltiesare not the only factor at work,the dynamicsof contemporaryZambianpolitics are shapedby the configuration of the linguistic landscape.The number of major language groups (four), the
location of their speakersin the country,and the size of each languagecommunityare
the building blocks of any explanationof Zambia'spolitics. Hence it is importantto
understandhow this landscapecame into existence.For example,the Bemba-speaking
communitydominatesZambianpolitics.10The supremacyof the Bembagroupis directly relatedto its large size and its dominationof the politicallycrucialminingtowns of
the copperbelt.Yet in the precolonialera Bemba speakersaccountedfor less than ten
percent of the populationof present-dayZambiaand lived more than a hundredmiles
from the rail line. It is necessaryto know how they acquiredtheirpresentsize and geographicallocationto understandtheirpolitical weight today,and it is in turnnecessary
to focus on the cleavage-shapingeffects of colonialism. Specific actions and administrativepolicies undertakenby the colonial stateand its missionaryand miningcompany
allies helped shape the contemporaryZambianlinguisticlandscape.These actions and
policies led to the consolidationof the languagemap from dozens to just fourandto the
fourlanguagegroups'physicallocationin Zambia.
The Consolidation of Languages in Zambia
When the first Europeansreached the territorythat comprises present-dayZambia,
language use correspondedalmost perfectly with tribal affiliation. With the exception of a handful of tradingpeoples who learned regional languages of commerce,
Africans tended to speak the single language or dialect of their local community,and
each communityhad its own language or dialect.At the beginning of the colonial era
Zambia (NorthernRhodesia at the time) was a Babel of more than fifty languages.
By the end of the colonial era patternsof languageuse had consolidatedconsiderably. As early as the late 1940s Lord Hailey could report the emergence of a set of
distinct regional languages in NorthernRhodesia: Silozi in the west, Chichewain the
128
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east, and Chiwemba in the north.11Although Hailey was silent on the extent of linguistic consolidation in the south, others writing during this period noted the emergence of Citonga as the dominantlanguage there.12
By the time of Zambian independence in 1964, Bemba (what Hailey called
Chiwemba), Nyanja (Chichewa), Tonga (Citonga), and Lozi (Silozi) had achieved
the status of first among equals.13By 1990, the first year for which reliable information is available, fully 78.8 percent of the Zambianpopulation used one of these four
languages as either their first or second languages of communication.14Since probably no more than a quarterof the population spoke these languages a centurybefore,
this figure points to a remarkable-and rapid-consolidation of language use.15
Figure 1 compares the percentage of the contemporarynational population that
uses one of seventeen major Zambian languages as a first or second language of
communicationwith the estimatedpercentage of the population that used each language prior to the colonial era. As indicated, the shares of the population using
Bemba, Nyanja, Tonga, and Lozi in the precolonial period (indicated by the white
bars) were only slightly largerthan the shares using other languages. By 1990, however, these four languages (indicatedby the black bars) dominatedthe others. Close
to 40 percent of Zambiansused Bemba as their first or second language of communication by 1990; just over 30 percent used Nyanja; about 12 percent used Tonga;
andjust under 10 percent used Lozi. After these four languages, language frequency
dropped off considerably.The next most frequently used languages, Tumbukaand
Lamba,were used by only 3.8 and 3 percent of Zambians,respectively.
Figure 1 LanguageUse in Zambia/NorthernRhodesia in 1930 and 1990
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Part of the reason why Bemba, Nyanja, Tonga, and Lozi look as dominantas they
do is because people came to learn and use these languages in lieu of the languages
that were traditionallyspoken by members of their tribes. Another importantreason
is that, over time, Zambianscame to develop multilingualrepertoires,usually speaking one language at home (often their tribal language) and one or more others for
commercial or social exchanges with members of other tribes.16Bemba and Nyanja
and to a lesser degree Tonga and Lozi emerged, along with English, as the key languages that played this second role. Figure 1 suggests that, while a small part of the
growth of these four languages came from stealing shares from others, much of it
came from the acquisition of Bemba, Nyanja, Tonga, or Lozi as second languages of
communication.Indeed, 25 percent of the people who speak one of these four languages do so as their second language.
How can this dramatic consolidation of language use be explained? Some of it
undoubtedlytook place between the end of the colonial era and 1990. Yet postcolonial consolidation continues a trendthat originatedbefore independence.Threecolonial era forces, in particular,were responsible for the consolidation of language use
in Zambia:missionary activity,colonial educationpolicies, and labor migration.
Missionary Activity Between 1885 and 1945, nearly two dozen differentmissionary societies set up shop in Northern Rhodesia, establishing more than a hundred
mission stations aroundthe country.17Although formally established as evangelical
outposts, these mission stations had as importantan impact on the territory'slinguistic landscapeas they did on its religious life. Languagewas centralto the missionary
enterprisefor a simple reason: in orderto teach the gospel, the Bible first had to be
translatedinto the local language.And before the Bible could be translated,the local
language itself had to be written down. Early missionaries in Northern Rhodesia
therefore doubled as linguists. Many of them devoted as much energy to writing
grammars,compiling dictionaries,and translatinghymns, religious books, and readers into new writtenvernacularsas they did to proselytizing.
Because the transcriptionof an African language required an enormous investment, "it was only naturalto amortizeit by maximizing the diffusion of the standardized language forms to neighboring groups, where possible."18Missionary societies
did this by locating their stations, when they could, in areas where large numbersof
people already spoke the same language.19In addition, once they had prepareda
grammarand translatedreligious texts into a local language, they extendedthe use
of that language to neighboringpeoples who spoke structurallysimilar dialects. The
local vernacularsinto which the Bible was first translatedand for which grammars
and dictionaries were first written were thus "exported"from the domains where
they were originally spoken to adjacent areas, where they came to coexist with or
replace the languages that were previously in use.20
130
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The principal mechanism through which this "export" of vernaculars came to
affect actual language use was mission-sponsoredAfrican education. By 1925, the
year the colonial governmententered the education field for the first time, missionaries were operatingclose to 2,000 schools throughoutNorthernRhodesia with combined enrollments of more than 89,000.21 As "essentially...literacycenters, supplemented by training in whatever skills or interests the particular missionary possessed," these early schools had an enormous effect on patterns of language use.22
Over time, areaswhere mission stationsproliferatedtended to coincide with increasing linguistic homogeneity.
Table 1 reportsthe results of a statisticalanalysis of the relationshipbetween missionary educational activities and the standardizationof language use in Zambia's
fifty-seven districts.The dependentvariableis the ratio of tribal to linguistic heterogeneity in each district.23A perfect correspondence between tribal affiliation and
language use (as I argue was the case at the beginning of the colonial era) yields a
value of one. Increasinglinguistic homogenization is reflected in progressively larger values greater than one, since the denominator (linguistic fractionalization)
decreases as the numerator(tribalfractionalization)remains constant.This ratio thus
serves as an excellent indicator of the degree of linguistic homogenization that has
taken place in the district since the beginning of the colonial era. An advantage of
defining the dependent variable in this manner is that it automatically controls for
the tendency of missionary societies to locate their stations in districts that were
alreadylinguisticallyhomogeneous.
Measuring the impact of missionary activities, the key independent variable, is
somewhat more complicated. I began by identifying the present-day districts in
Table 1 MissionaryImpacton LanguageHomogenizationin NorthernRhodesia
Variableis Ratioof Tribalto
Dependent
in theDistrict
Heteroeneity
Linguistic
Urban

1.62**

(0.527)
Log of Educational
Commitment-AWeighted
StationDecades
Constant

0.758*
(0.305)
0.551

(0435)

R2
*

0615

significantat the 0,05 level

atthe0,01level
**significant
N=57
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which every mission station established in Northern Rhodesia between 1880 and
1960 was located.24After recordingthe numberof stations in each district,I weighted this value by the number of decades that each station was in operation,thereby
producing a district level count of station decades. Since education was the mechanism through which missionary activities affected language use, I then weighted
each station's impact a second time by the educational commitmentof the missionary society with which it was affiliated. Societies strongly committed to African
education,like the Free Churchof Scotland,the London Missionary Society, and the
Universities Mission to CentralAfrica, received a score of five. Societies with very
weak commitmentsto African education, like the ChristianMissions in Many Lands
and the South Africa GeneralMission, received a score of one.25These scores were
then incorporatedinto the analysis to produce an educationalcommitment-weighted
station decades value for each district. Finally,to smooth out the differences across
districts, I took the log of this value for use in the regression analysis. Because language homogenization in urban areas has a logic of its own, I included a dummy
variableto control for whetheror not the districtwas urban.
The results of the analysis suggest, first, that urbanlocation is significant. Urban
settings generate a strong standardizationof language use. The more importantfinding, however, is that, controlling for urban location, districts with long histories of
exposure to missionary societies that were committed to African education showed
significantly greater evidence of language homogenization by 1990 than other districts. Indeed, according to the estimated regression coefficients, the predicted
degree of language standardizationincreasedby a factor of four from a districtwith
no mission stations to one with thirtyyears' worth of missionary activity by a society
highly committed to African education. Missionary activity seems to have led to the
consolidation of language use.
Colonial Education Policies The homogenizationof language begun by the missions was reinforced and expanded by the policies adopted by the colonial government when it took over primaryresponsibilityfor African educationin 1925. Noting
that "NorthernRhodesia unfortunatelysuffers probablymore than any otherAfrica
protectoratefrom a diversity of dialects," the Acting Director of Native Education
decided from the beginning that it was "not practicablefor Governmentto support
the production of literaturein more than, say, four African languages."26Thus, in
1927 Bemba, Nyanja, Tonga, and Lozi were formally adopted as the principallanguages of instruction in African schools.27 While the government recognized that
some pupils initially would have to continue to receive their early primaryeducation
in vernacularsother than these four, it was assumed that Bemba, Nyanja,Tonga,and
Lozi would eventually become, with English, the sole languages of instructionat all
levels.28
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To give effect to this new policy, an African LiteratureCommittee, the first of its
kind in Africa, was established in 1937 to promote the publication of secular school
books in each of these languages. During its twenty-threeyear existence, the committee and its successor, the Joint Publications Bureau of Northern Rhodesia and
Nyasaland, published or reprinted more than 1.7 million copies of 484 different
titles, more than 92 percent of which were in Bemba, Nyanja, Tonga, Lozi, or
English.29
The demandfor these books was fueled by the rapid growth of African education.
Whereas only 25 percent of school age children were estimated to have attended
school in 1924, by 1945 the sharehad reached 75 percent in some ruraldistrictsand
exceeded that number in many major towns.30Efforts were also made during this
period to promote literacy among adults, particularlyon the copperbelt.31Although
many areas remained educational backwaters, the general trend was for more and
more Africans to be exposed to formal education and for the quality of that education to improve gradually over time. Because the medium of instruction in these
schools and literacy courses was Bemba, Nyanja, Tonga, or Lozi, every newly literate student who did not already speak one of these languages became a convert to
one of them.
The impact of formal education on language consolidation was reinforced by
trends in the popular media. In 1936 the colonial government began to publish the
African newspaper Mutende as a response to the Watch Tower Movement, whose
authority-questioningliteraturewas, by that time, in wide circulationaroundthe protectorate.Publishedin Bemba, Nyanja, Tonga,Lozi, and English, Mutendereached a
peak circulationof 18,000 duringthe war years.32As with most African newspapers,
however,the numberof people thatMutendereached was many times its circulation.
During the 1950s the mining companies also began to publish monthly magazines
for their workers.Although most of the stories in these magazines were initially in
English, increasing numbers of articles appearedover the years in Bemba and to a
lesser degree Nyanja.
Even more important than newspapers was radio broadcasting. Thanks to the
invention and rapid proliferationof the "SaucepanSpecial," an inexpensive batteryoperatedradio set developed specifically for the Northern Rhodesian African population, thousands of Africans had access to radio in Northern Rhodesia by the
1950s.33Largelybecause it knew it had such a big audience of African listeners, the
Northern Rhodesian Broadcasting Service was the first radio service in Africa to
allocate significant air time- fully 72 percent in 1952-to programmingin vernacular languages.34Bemba, Nyanja, Tonga, and Lozi were chosen, with English, as the
languages of Northern Rhodesian broadcasting.Because radio reached such a large
population, the choice of these languages had a critical impact on patterns of language consolidation in the country-more, in all likelihood, than the educational
system, which directly touched fewer people. "Over time," Spitulnik notes, "the
133
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selection and dominance of [these] four languages became mutually reinforcing."35
Africans learned Bemba, Nyanja, Tonga, and Lozi by listening to the radio and then
demandedmore programmingin them.
Labor Migration The third major force that contributedto the consolidationof
language use in colonial Northern Rhodesia was labor migration. From as early as
the turn of the century,the mines and farms of Southernand CentralAfrica demanded large numbersof African laborers.In its capacity as the administratorof Northern
Rhodesia, the owner of the SouthernRhodesian mines, and the owner of the railroad
system that served the Katanga ore body, the British South Africa Company(BSA
Co.) controlled both the territoryfrom which African labor was sought and the key
enterprisesthat stood to suffer if the demand for labor was not met. The BSA Co.
thus took advantageof its administrativepowers to put policies in place that would
ensure that an abundant supply of African laborers would be available for the
region's industries.
The principal instrumentused by the company for this purpose was African taxation. By "consciously [setting] the rate of tax at a level that would successfully draw
African males away from their homes to the usually distantcentres of white agriculture and industry,"the administrationforced thousands of Northern Rhodesiansout
of their villages.36As early as the second decade of the centurythe flow of migrants
from ruralNorthern Rhodesia to the mines and farms of SouthernRhodesia, South
Africa, and Katangawas so great that district commissioners in NorthernRhodesia
began to complain that their districts were becoming "denudedof their menfolk."37
By 1938 absentee rates of working age males equaled or exceeded fifty percent in
seven of NorthernRhodesia'sthirty-threeruraldistricts and approachedthat level in
six others.38Roberts estimates that, by approximatelythat date, "morethan half the
able-bodied male population of Northern Rhodesia was working for wages away
from home."39
For the first two and a half decades of the century the vast majorityof Northern
Rhodesian labor migrantstraveled outside the territoryto find work. But by the end
of the 1920s Northern Rhodesia's own copper industry also began to demandlarge
numbersof African laborers.At the urging of the local mining companies, the colonial administration,which had taken over control of Northern Rhodesia from the
BSA Co. in 1924, took an increasinginterestin ensuringthat its own industrieswere
adequatelysupplied with labor.To make certain, the governmentadopteda series of
measures to channel NorthernRhodesian manpowerto its own mines. The resulting
intraterritoriallabor flows had a profoundeffect on the country'slanguagemap.
A key effect of the administration'spolicies was to bring an ever increasingnumber of migrants from the hinterlandto the industrialrail line. Once there, migrants'
patterns of language use changed. Since both productivityon the job and everyday
social interactionsrequiredthat people be able to communicate with each other, a
134
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single language naturallyemerged as a common medium of communicationin each
urban area. And once such an urban lingua franca was established, newer migrants
were obliged to learn it, too. A strong tendency towards linguistic homogenization
thereforeemerged along NorthernRhodesia'srail line. And the policies that brought
thousandsof laborersthere thus contributedsignificantly to the countrywide consolidation of language use.
This trendof urbanlinguistic homogenizationis capturedby the large and highly
significant coefficient on the urbanvariable in Table 1. The finding is borne out in
the wide gulf between the ratios of tribal to linguistic heterogeneity in urban and
rural districts of the country.Whereas Zambia'sten urban districts have an average
ratio of 2.23 (indicatingthat they are much more heterogeneoustriballythan linguistically), its forty-seven rural districts have an average ratio of only 1.5. Although
some of the linguistic homogenization that these figures reflect undoubtedly
occurred after independence,the data still suggest that labor migration affected language consolidation. Since almost all urban residents during the colonial era began
as ruraldwellers, the differentratios suggest that the act of moving to an urbanenvironmentaffected the likelihood that a person would speak one of the country'sprincipal linguae francae. The data support the claim that migration contributedto the
standardizationof language use.
The Shape of the Linguistic Map in Zambia
Missionary activities and colonial educationpolicies help to explain how the dozens
of African languages spoken in the precolonialperiod gave way to four principallanguages of communication by the time of independence in 1964. Labor migration
helps to explain how this trend of language consolidation was carried over from the
rural to the urban areas. But the causal mechanisms discussed thus far provide few
clues as to why the populationsthat speak each of these languages came to be physically located in specific areas of the country.To be sure, the decision of the colonial
administrationin 1927 to adoptBemba as the language of instructionin the northern
part of the territory,Nyanja in the east, Tongain the south, and Lozi in the west tells
something about the spatial distributionof these language communities. But it does
not explain why different segments of the industrialrail line came to be dominated
by different groups. Nor do the mechanisms described above provide insight into
each language community'ssize and thus political clout. Underlyingpopulation densities in each region tell part of the story.But since more than 40 percent of Zambia's
population lives along the rail line, it is necessary to look at the pattern of labor
migration to account fully for the shape of Zambia's contemporarylinguistic map.
Why did certain language groups dominate certain urban centers, and, in particular,
why did Bemba-speakersdominatethe copperbelt?
135
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The spatial distributionis capturedin Figure 2. It identifies districts in which,
accordingto 1990 census data, more than 80 percent (narrowhatching) and 40 percent (broad hatching) of the population spoke Bemba, Nyanja, Tonga, or Lozi as
their first or second languages of communicationin 1990. Each language predominates in a particularregion of the country:Bemba in the north, Nyanja in the east,
Tonga in the south, and Lozi in the west. Also, while Zambia's urban areas may
share similarly homogeneous patternsof language use, the languages that dominate
each urbansetting vary. Bemba emerged as the principallanguage on the copperbelt
and in the mining town of Kabwe, Nyanja in Lusaka, and Lozi in Livingstone.40
Thus, while the circumstancesof urbanlife may have guaranteedthe emergence of
an urbanlinguafranca in each town, the dominantlanguage was determinedby patterns of migration.The region of the country that suppliedthe largestpercentageof
the urban area'smigrantpopulationalso supplied its dominantlanguage.41Patterns
of migration from ruralto urban areas are thus critical in explaining Zambia'slanguage map and again require examination of the colonial administrationand the
mining companies.
Linking Towns and Languages The direct link between governmentand mining
company policies and the predominanceof specific languages in particularurban
areas is most evident in Kabwe and the copperbelt,where conscious policies were
enacted to encourage migration from Bemba-speakingrural areas to the mines. In
other parts of the protectorate,the government'sconcern was simply to stimulate
migrantlabor flows of sufficient magnitudeto allow taxes to be paid in the ruraldistricts. But in the Bemba-speaking northeast-roughly, present-day Northern and
Figure 2 LanguageCommunitiesin Zambia
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Luapulaprovinces-the governmentand the mining companies conspired to ensure
that outwardlabor migrationwould be channeledto the Kabwe and copperbeltbased
mines. The dominance of the Bemba language in these areas was a direct outcome of
these policies.
A number of factors having nothing to do with governmentpolicies ensured that
migrants from the Bemba-speaking heartlandwould be easy to attract. Poor soils,
the presence of the tsetse fly in much of the area, and the great distance that agricultural productshad to be transportedto the rail line ruled out cash cropping and animal husbandryto earn money to pay taxes. Also, because of the dearthof European
settlers in the area, local cash employment opportunitieswere limited. Thus, to an
even greater degree than in most other regions residents of the northeast had few
alternativesto labormigration.42
While these factors may explain why Bemba speakerswere willing to come to the
mines for work, they do not explain why the government and mining companies
went to such great lengths to targetthem. They were targetedbecause of the geography of the labor market in the southern African region. Of all the rural areas of
Northern Rhodesia, the Bemba-speaking northeast was located farthest from the
South African and SouthernRhodesian mines. In addition, established labor migration routes from Bembaland ran from east to west (to Katanga, via the Northern
Rhodesian copperbelt) rather than from north to south (to Southern Rhodesia and
South Africa), as they did in the other parts of the protectorate.Thus, at the time
when the NorthernRhodesianmines began productionin the late 1920s, the Bembaspeaking northeastconstituteda labor reserve where the copperbeltcompanies faced
relatively little competition from their better-paying South African and Southern
Rhodesian rivals.43 By focusing the bulk of their labor recruiting efforts on the
northeast, and by protecting this region from competition by labor recruiters from
the south, the Northern Rhodesian mining companies kept the wages less than half
the prevailingrates in the rest of the region.44
Evidence from internalmining company documents confirms that wage calculations were the principalmotivation for focusing labor recruitingefforts on the northeastern part of the protectorate.A revealing moment came in 1933 when the Union
of South Africa withdrew its voluntary embargo on recruiting African labor from
NorthernRhodesia. This withdrawalalarmedthe copperbeltmining companies, who
worried that the already steady flow of Northern Rhodesian migrants to the south
might increase to the point where the protectorate'sown labor supply would become
insufficient to meet local needs. If the labor supplybecame insufficient, the manager
of the Northern Rhodesian Native LabourAssociation (NRNLA) wrote, "our only
means of meeting competition" from the South African mines would be to
"increas[e] our wage scale...and the resultant extra costs to our mines would be
?225,000 on a year...This extra cost would obviously result in a reduction of
profits."45Anxious to avoid a situation of competitive recruiting with the Rand
137
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mines, the copperbeltcompanies proposed a deal. They told the NorthernRhodesian
governmentthat they would be "preparedto abandonall recruitingactivities in the
[western part of the protectorate]and to leave that area open to the Rand recruiters
provided that, in turn, they would not encroach on any other Northern Rhodesian
districts."46The goal, the NRNLA managermade clear, was to make certainthat the
introduction of South African labor recruiting would "not materially diminish our
labourresourcesin the Northernand Easternareas."47Recognizing thattheirtax revenues dependedon the profitabilityof the copperbeltmines, the governmentadopted
the NRNLA proposalto limit Rand recruitersto the western districts.
The mining companies' efforts to forge links between the copperbeltand Kabwe
and the Bemba-speakingnortheastduring the 1930s went far beyond the protection
of this area from foreign laborrecruitingagents. When the NRNLA began recruiting
labor for the copperbeltand Kabwe based mines in 1930, the largest shareof recruits
was drawn from Bemba-speakingareas. When the mines came back on line in the
mid 1930s after the depression, the first rural district officers instructedto lift their
restrictionson issuing passes for migrants to travel to the copperbeltwere those in
Kasama, Fort Rosebery, and Abercorn, three of the most populous Bemba-speaking
districts.48And when, at the insistence of the colonial government,the mining companies agreed in 1939 to underwrite the construction of rest camps along labor
migrationroutes to the copperbeltand Kabwe, nine of the ten were built along routes
from the Bemba-speakingnortheast.49This decision both recognized the nature of
existing migrantflows and invested in perpetuatingthem.
All of these efforts led by the end of the 1930s to the establishmentof entrenched
labor migrationroutes between Bembalandand the NorthernRhodesianmining centers. In 1937 fully 51 percent of the African workers employed at the copperbelt's
three largest mines were from the Bemba-speaking northeast.50 This figure is
remarkable,as the northeastcontained less than 25 percent of the protectorate'stotal
population and was not the closest area from which labor might have been recruited.
The numberwas more than sufficient to tilt the linguistic balance in favorof Bemba
as the linguafranca of the mining towns. Given that by the time of independencethe
mining areas contained nearly a quarterof Zambia'stotal population,the role of the
colonial governmentand the mining companies in establishing Bemba as the principal language in the mining towns had a profoundeffect on the shape of the contemporaryZambianlinguistic and also political map.
The government'srole in shapingthe languagesthat came to dominateLivingstone
and Lusaka, the territory'stwo other major urbanpopulationcenters, was less direct
than in Kabwe and the copperbelt.Althoughthe colonial administrationhad a hand in
encouraging the Lozi- and Nyanja-speakingmigrants who came to dominatethese
towns to leave theirruralhomes in searchof wage employmentto enablethem to meet
theirtax obligations,the administrationdid little specificallyto encouragethemto settle
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in Livingstoneor Lusaka.That large numbersof Lozi- and Nyanja-speakingmigrants
eventuallysettled in (and lent their languagesto) these towns was, more than anything
infrastructure
availableat the time.
else, an artifactof the limitedtransportation
became
a
town
it
because
served as the railroadtermiLivingstone
Lozi-speaking
nus for trainsheading south to the mines of SouthAfrica and SouthernRhodesia and
because, from before the turn of the century, the Lozi-speaking hinterland had
served, with the administration'sencouragement, as a major Northern Rhodesian
labor reserve for the southernmines. The constructionof the Mulobezi-Livingstone
railway, which covered half the distance from the center of Barotseland to
Livingstone, further contributed to the close link between Lozi migrants and the
town by greatly reducing the cost of and time required for migration to the
Livingstone railhead.51Thus, when Livingstone-based industries like the Zambezi
Sawmills began to requirelargernumbers of workers in the 1930s and 1940s, existing flows of southboundmigrant workers through Livingstone guaranteedthat the
most plentiful supply of African laborers would be from Lozi-speaking areas.52By
1956 two-fifths of Livingstone'spopulation was from Barotseland.53Although Lozi
speakers were never a majority,they were by far the largest group in the town, and
the Lozi languagebecame Livingstone'slinguafranca.
Nyanja came to play this role in Lusaka for similar reasons. Before the opening
of the Northern Rhodesian copper mines the colonial administration encouraged
Nyanja-speakingmigrants from the easternpart of NorthernRhodesia to forge links
with the mines and farms of the south, particularly those in Southern Rhodesia.
After the late 1920s the government and mining companies also began recruiting
men from this area to the copperbelt. The lack of roads directly linking eastern
NorthernRhodesia with either SouthernRhodesia or the copperbelt,however,meant
that Nyanja-speakingmigrants from the east had to travel along the Great East Road
until it met the rail line in Lusakabefore they could turn south or north towardstheir
ultimate destinations.Until the late 1940s Lusaka served as little more than a way
station for these Nyanja-speaking migrants from the east. By the 1950s, however,
both the colonial administration,which had moved to Lusaka in 1935, and the various businesses and industries that had located there began to demand significant
numbersof African laborers.Since Nyanja-speakersfrom along the GreatEast Road
comprisedthe majority of the available work force, they became the majority of settlers in the town. By 1959 they made up more than 40 percent of Lusaka'spopulation.54And because Nyanja-speakers made up the largest single language group,
their languagebecame the linguafranca of the town.
In the case of all three of these urban areas, early patterns of labor migration,
generated in one case by conscious policy and in the two others by infrastructure
constraints, led to the entrenchmentof migration links between each town or segment of the rail line and a differentruralhinterland.In each case, the language of the
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ruralhinterlandbecame the linguafranca of the urbanarea. These linkages are evident in Figure 2, which depicts major roads and rail lines connecting the Bembaspeaking northeast with Kabwe and the copperbelt, the Nyanja-speakingeast with
Lusaka,and the Lozi-speakingwest with Livingstone.
Only the Tonga-speakinglanguage area, which straddlesthe southernhalf of the
rail line, does not have its own urbanenclave. In fact, the single major town located
within the Tonga-speakingzone, Livingstone, is a Lozi-speakingarea.The reasonfor
the absence of a Tonga-speakingurbanenclave is that, in contrastto people living in
the Bemba-, Nyanja-, or Lozi-speaking rural areas, Tonga speakers had abundant
opportunities for local employment, either on the many European farms located
along the rail line or as individual cash croppersor cattle herders. Since Tongaland
was bisected by the railway line, crops and cattle raised there could be transported
inexpensively to markets in the copperbelt or in Southern Rhodesia. Tongas could
thus meet their tax obligations by hiring themselves out to European farmers or
through agriculturalproduction.Migrationto distanturbanemploymentcenters was
unnecessaryand, for the most part, avoided.55
Figure 2 also reveals an additional map-shaping effect of urban migration. In
addition to shaping patternsof language use in the towns, the linking of each urban
area with a specific ruralhinterlandalso affected patternsof languageuse along the
routes that the migrants traveled.The Bemba- and Nyanja-speakingzones extended
like fingers from their rural epicenters towards their respective urban satellites.56
Over time, the languages spoken in the ruralhinterlandswere diffused to the areas
located between the migrants'homes and theirurbandestinations.
Northwestern Province: The Exception That Proves the Rule Finally,the entire
northwesternportion of the country in Figure 2 is unshaded,signifying that none of
the four major languages of communication took hold in this area. Not only have
Bemba, Nyanja, Tonga, and Lozi been unable to penetratethe northwest,but no single local languagehas dominatedthe area.The Lunda,Kaonde,and Luvale languages
share first-among-equalsstatus in this part of the country;they are spoken as first or
second languages by 34, 28, and 24 percent of the population of Northwestern
province,respectively.By comparison,Bemba is spoken as a first or second language
by 70 percent of the populationsof Northernand Luapulaprovinces,Nyanja by 86
percentof the populationof Easternprovince,and Tongaby 79 percentof the population of Southernprovince. The northwestthus constitutes the great exception to the
trend of colonial policy-driven linguistic standardizationin NorthernRhodesia.The
absence of the factors that explain linguistic consolidation in the rest of the country
explains the preservationof multiplelanguagesin northwesternZambia.
First, missionary societies could not help to consolidate patternsof language use
in the northwestbecause, for reasons of population scarcity and transportationdifficulties, very few missions were located there. The few societies that built stationsin
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this area tended to be evangelical groups that were far less concerned with African
education and language work than their counterpartsfrom the mainline denominations located in the otherparts of the territory.57Indeed,while the average educational commitment-weightedstationdecades value for all ruralZambiandistricts is 33.5,
the average for the six districtsof present-dayNorthwesternprovince is just 8.2, significantly lower than any otherruralprovince.
Second, colonial educationpolicies, which had bolstered the positions of Bemba,
Nyanja, Tonga, and Lozi by designating them vernacularsof instruction in schools
and making them priority languages for book publishing, made no special arrangements for the major northwesternlanguages and thus did nothing to stimulate their
diffusion outside their tribally defined core areas. Only 3 percent of the books published by the governmentin the 1950s were in Lunda, Kaonde, or Luvale. Although
radio broadcastsin Lundaand Luvale were begun in 1954, these two languages were
allocated only half the air time of Tonga and Lozi and less than a thirdof the air time
of Bemba and Nyanja.58The inclusion of these languages on the broadcastingroster,
while no doubt contributingto their prestige, thus probablyhad little effect on language standardizationin the northwest.59
Finally, although large numbers of men from northwesternNorthern Rhodesia
migrated to the copperbelt,northwesternersnever came close to equaling the number of Bemba-speakingmigrantsin even the most northwesternof the mining towns.
According to figures from the Chamberof Mines YearBook for 1961, migrants from
present-dayNorthwesternprovince constituted only 8 percent of the nonalien work
force of the copperbeltmines in that year.60Lunda, Kaonde, and Luvale, therefore,
never challenged Bemba as the copperbelt'slinguafranca. Ratherthan recruit other
language speakers to their own vernacular (as Bemba-speakers did in the mining
towns, Lozi-speakers did in Livingstone, and Nyanja-speakers did in Lusaka),
migrants from the northwesteither adopted Bemba outright or else added it to their
language repertoire.Labor migration therefore did not have the same effect on the
diffusion of the northwesternlanguages as it did for Bemba, Nyanja, and Lozi.
Conclusion
Two interestingimplications of the foregoing discussion bear mention. First, despite
their clear effects on Zambia'slinguistic landscape, none of the colonial era policies
and actions were motivatedby a desire to affect the sizes or distributionsof language
groups. They were motivated,instead,by concerns about saving costs and facilitating
administration.The missionaries needed to translate the Bible, but they sought to
amortize their investmentsby extending the boundariesof the language communities
in which they were workingbeyond their original confines. The colonial government
needed to become involved in African education, but it sought to simplify its task by
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reducing the number of languages used in textbooks and classroom instructionto
just four.The governmentalso conspiredwith the NorthernRhodesian mining companies to promote the profitability of the local copper industryby both implementing tax policies that would generate a steady flow of labor migrants to the urban
mining centers and protectingthe companies'prized cheap labor pool in the Bembaspeaking northeast from foreign competition. All of these actions had important
effects on the shape of the contemporaryZambian linguistic map. Yet their impact
must be viewed as an unintendedconsequence of the government'sand missionary
societies' policies, an externalityof decisions made for entirelydifferentpurposes.
Second, politics was absent. In the construction of language communities in
Zambia political entrepreneursdid not try to mobilize ethnic groups or assert their
supremacy.The communities of Bemba, Nyanja, Tonga, and Lozi speakersexpanded, not because of the conscious efforts of their leaders to enlarge them, but because
of the independentdecisions of individualcommunitymembersto make the most of
the educationaland employmentopportunitiesthat the acquisition of new languages
made available.The growth of the group was the result of actors seeking their own
individualenrichment,not the collective bettermentof their language community.
Even more conspicuous than the lack of communal mobilization by Bemba,
Nyanja, Tonga, and Lozi speakers, however, was the absence of any significant
protest by members of the nonfavored language communities. Why was there no
backlash against either the speakers of the four privileged vernacularsor the representatives of the colonial regime that grantedthese languages privileged status?The
answer lies in the fact that learning a new language did not require that one turn
one's back on one's own. People did not trade in their "old" language for a "new"
one but developed language repertoires that included both. And while acquiring
another language requiredan investment, the employment opportunitiesit afforded
were ample compensation.With the emergence of language repertoiresthe zero-sum
assumption implicit in the puzzle of nonprotestdid not hold true. Thus, when nonBemba tribal dancers tauntedtheir Bemba-speakingcousins in the copperbelt,they
did do so in Bemba.61And when Africans protestedagainst the injustices of colonial
rule, they did so in Bemba, Nyanja, Tonga, and Lozi, the very languages that the
colonial regime had "imposed"on them.62
The contours of Zambia's contemporary linguistic landscape-the number of
groups, their relative sizes, and their distributionsaround the country-have their
roots in specific policies and actions taken by the NorthernRhodesian colonial government and its missionary and mining company partners. Scholars interested in
accounting for patternsof ethnic politics and communal violence, whetherthey recognize it or not, almost always build their explanationsaroundfeatures of the ethnic
landscape.While this landscape is customarilytaken as given, it need not be. As linguistic divisions in Zambia illustrate,the structureof a country'sethnic cleavages is
not just a social fact but a historicalproduct.
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